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SHARE PLANS & INCENTIVES

OVERVIEW

Our share plans and incentives practice is focussed on helping clients implement and operate

arrangements designed to maximise their reward and retention policies.

Before recommending an arrangement, we spend time understanding how it will support a client’s

business.  It is vital (as recent events have shown) to ensure that executives are rewarded for

success rather than under-performance.  At the same time, we will look to implement the

arrangements in a tax efficient manner, working closely with our award winning Tax team.

We simplify what can be a complicated and technical area.  We have particular expertise in

establishing EMI plans utilising our easy to understand suite of precedents.
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In our February update we cover cases on direct age and race discrimination, an important employment tax

decision and updates on privacy and data protection. We also consider an employee's unsuccessful challenge

against a discretionary bonus award and the PRA's consultation on variable remuneration buy-outs.

Insights

Jan 08, 2016

HR Two Minute Monthly: 2016 employment law developments; TUPE; disability

discrimination

In our January update we look at employment law developments in the pipeline for 2016 as well as recent

important case decisions on topics including religious discrimination, disability discrimination and TUPE.

Insights

Oct 01, 2015

HR Two Minute Monthly: Working time; disciplinary proceedings; discrimination; TUPE;

October 2015 key employment law changes

Our October HR Two MInute Monthly includes cases on working time, TUPE and two decisions highlighting the

trend for a broadening of discrimination rights. We also look at the changes to employment law which take effect

from October 2015.


